CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

A. Conclusion

Student’s impoliteness in requesting is the way of students in utterance the request to others with impolite word or sentence. It means, they use the word or sentence in utterance the request not in that avail or arrangement. There are three types of impoliteness in requesting to others. Such as: Affective Impoliteness, Coercive Impoliteness and Entertaining Impoliteness. Each of the type has different characteristic.

The purpose of this research is to describe the student’s impoliteness in requesting to others at second grade of SMA N 5 Solok Selatan. In this research, the researcher just focus on the describing student’s impoliteness in requesting based on three types. The researcher describes student’s impoliteness in requesting in each type.

Moreover, based on the analysis, the researcher found student’s impoliteness in requesting based on three type of impoliteness in requesting. The impoliteness that were done by the students in requesting are the student utterances the request with expose their anger, they have typically anger in doing requesting, then they used the power and piercing voice in requesting, next they were heightened their emotional state in doing request to other. Meanwhile the students used the threat in making request, the student also jokes fun other in requesting, and then they made other drop with their utterance in requesting, and the last, they impressed deride and gave soft quibble in requesting to other.
B. Suggestion

Based on the research findings and conclusion of the study, the researcher would like to give some suggestion: First, the researcher proposes to the English teacher that she/he can give the good example in utterance the request to others, with the manner she/he often do request to the students with the good utterance, and it make the students involve and habituate in saying the good utterance to their friends in requesting. Second, it is suggested to the students to choose the good word or sentence in utterance the request to others. In order to make them appreciate other and can avoid the misunderstanding between them. It also can make the students habituate use the polite word or sentence in utterance their request wherever they are. And that also can reflect the student’s good attitude. The last, it is suggestion for the reader as an additional knowledge about the impoliteness utterance in request, and they can avoid that utterance in requesting. In order to make a good relationship with others.